VIGESIMOQUINTO TEST DE INGLES:
PASSIVE. CHANGE THE SENTENCES TO PASSIVE:

1- Tom will supply drinks for the party.
2- I sent the watch back to the shop.
3- They have built a new hotel.
4- The boy eats an apple every day.
5- I lost the key to the back door.
6- They play football at my school.
7- The dog was chasing a rabbit.
8- Tom takes photos every day.
9- The professor is correcting our papers.
10- Many boys enjoy sport.
11- We were mowing the lawn.
12- They gave her a watch.
13- We feed the ducks in the evening.
14- A bee stung her.
15- A storm flooded the roads.

Soluciones:
1- Drinks will be supplied  2- The watch was sent  3- A new hotel has been built
4- An apple is eaten  5- The key was lost  6- Football is played
7- A rabbit was being chased  8- Photos are taken  9- Our papers are being corrected
10- Sport is enjoyed  11- The lawn was being mown 12- A watch was given
13- The ducks are fed 14- She was stung 15- The roads were flooded